Abstract-As the larger share of total energy consumed by mobile network operators (MNOs) is wasted in order to ensure coverage, three to five MNOs covering the same geographical area results in enormous energy waste. In order to cater for the data tsunami with almost zero marginal revenue, required densification of cells are not sustainable from both Capex and Opex perspective. Even with densification of networks, it is hard to satisfy the performance requirement of the cell edge users due to interference. However, the performance can be upgraded as well as energy can be saved by the offloading of the cell edge users to other MNOs if regulator and MNOs resort to appropriate mechanism. In our previous work, we proposed a double auction based energy saving market mechanism where MNOs participate in bidding to share coverage and capacity in order to save energy, especially during low to medium load. Unlike previous work, in this paper we use this mechanism that involve cell level bidding, i.e., cells bid for each user which not only allows total offloading of the cells at the low load but also offloading of cell edge users among the MNOs during high load. As a result, the energy saving potential becomes very high also at high load conditions along with improvement in performance of cell edge users.
I. INTRODUCTION
The current trend of mobile data increase has been forecasted to continue at a compound annual growth rate of 53%, resulting a 8-fold growth from 2015 to 2020 [1] . Densification of cells are needed for this increasing traffic demand and upcoming 5G applications. However, it is understood that the revenue from meeting this excess capacity demand will not increase significantly or may not increase at all. This revenue gap poses a huge challenge to the MNOs to come up with sustainable business model. Note that traffic varies significantly throughout the day and network densification is mainly required to support during the busy hours. As a result, a huge percentage of BSs suffer energy waste with insignificant contribution to revenue as the energy consumption of BS does not scale proportionally with the load. In fact, a recent study shows that around 90% of total energy is consumed by the BSs to ensure only coverage [3] and the rest is consumed for transmitting actual user data. Unfortunately, in many countries, especially the developing ones, energy is a very precious resource and shortage of electricity impact important sectors, e.g., irrigation. Therefore, the MNOs are required to take resort to alternative ideas than network densification to reduce energy consumption. Fortunately, there are ways to cater for higher capacity demand and also improve performance without further densification, e.g., by multi-MNO resource sharing. However, the MNOs consider their information sensitive and are not willing to share among them. In this paper, we propose a market mechanism that allows the MNOs to offload traffic among each other so that the energy consumption can be reduced significantly throughout the day and performance is improved during high load even without revealing their information among each other.
In recent years, extensive research has been carried out to improve energy efficiency in wireless network. Numerous studies suggest dynamic cell range so that a portion of the network can be switched off when network load becomes low [4] , [5] . However, it is very difficult to maintain proper coverage while switching off arbitrary number of base stations (BSs). Mobile data offloading to Wi-Fi and small cells is another option [6] − [8] . However, they mainly boost capacity and energy is mainly wasted for coverage. The multi-MNO network sharing proposals range from sharing few sub-carriers to sharing everything, e.g., infrastructure, spectrum, capacity. In [9] − [11] , cooperation among multi-MNOs has been suggested in order to accomplish greener operation. In [9] , cooperation during offpeak hours has been studied by offloading one MNO's users to the other. In [10] , different techniques including inter-MNO cooperation has been discussed. A cooperative switching off scheme for both eNodeBs and small cells under multi-MNO heterogenous network has been proposed in [11] . However, it is difficult to implement in reality a collaborative scheme that requires sharing of information. In [12] , an infrastructuresharing algorithm has been proposed that encourages MNOs to share their resources and switch off redundant BSs during low traffic periods. Double Auction (DA) has been proposed extensively as the mechanism to solve different problems in wireless network for both intra-MNO and inter-MNO setting, e.g., power and spectrum allocation, spectrum sharing [6] , [13] , [14] . In DA market mechanism, sellers compete with each other in order to attract buyers and the buyers compete among themselves and can offer bids for some or all the sellers. Normally, an independent auctioneer collects the bids and asks from the buyers and sellers respectively, determines the winning sellers and buyers, allocate the items from the sellers to the buyers and prices from the buyers to the sellers [15] . The main motivation of using DA mechanism is the fact that the MNOs can participate in this dynamic market in order to make profit without revealing their private information which they consider sensitive. In [16] , [17] , we proposed DA based energy saving market among the MNOs. In [16] , we show how the MNOs can offload cells during low load and benefit from offloading traffic at high load when the network loads are dissimilar. In [17] , we provided a market mechanism that allows MNO(s) to offload totally and release their spectrum so that the active MNO(s) can serve the total traffic with the aggregated spectrum. However, we did not consider cell level analysis in previous work and the energy saving potential was significant at low to medium load only.
In this paper, we investigate the energy saving potential by allowing the MNOs to trade resources by establishing a DA based energy saving market. Under this mechanism, the MNOs participate in a bidding process where cells bids for each user in order to either offload cells totally (especially during the off peak hours) or offload cell edge users during busy hour in order to reduce total energy consumption along with enhancement of performance. We show that this mechanism still allows saving major share of energy at low load as it allows most of the cells to switch off. The saving percentage keep reducing with increase of load up to a certain point due to the requirement of more cells to be switched on. Once all the cells of all MNOs are required to be active to cater for the offered load, the saving percentage (compared to individual MNO operation) keep increasing with further increase in load as users are offloaded to the nearest BS of other MNOs. This huge energy saving at the high load condition along with improvement in throughput performance is very important to note as it gives a cost effective solution for the MNOs to combat huge peaks in the daily load profile and save Capex.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: In Section II we provide the system models and assumptions and in Section III we formulate the energy minimization problem. In Section IV we provide the energy consumption model and evaluate energy consumption. In Section V we present the energy saving market. In Section VI, we illustrate the numerical analysis. We discuss about the technical challenges in Section VII and our paper closes in Section VIII.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS
We consider the down-link of I MNOs whose serving areas are overlapping in the same geographical area and each MNO consists of a set = {1, .., , .., } of cells. We consider hexagonal lattice for cells of each MNO. The BSs of different MNOs are not co-located. A BS serves only one cell, hence BS and cell is used interchangeably hereafter. Each BS is assumed to have its own power amplifier (PA). Note that we incorporate realistic PA efficiency model for traditional power amplifiers [18] , [19] . Also, we consider that each BS is similarly loaded and hence the central cell represents the network of an MNO. However, while calculating interference for the central cell, interference from all the neighbouring cells of its own MNO has been taken into account. Let us consider a grid of a finite set of locations = {1, .., , .., } in the cell ∈ where a potential user is placed. Note that we consider homogenous distribution of the users in the cells in order to get a first insight about the average behaviour of the system, however, this mechanism is not limited to such distribution.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Our goal is to devise a mechanism that allows MNOs serving the same geographical area to minimize the total energy consumption and boost performance of cell edge users under heavy traffic load. With this purpose, the MNOs trade their users in this market mechanism. At low to medium load, MNOs can totally offload as many cells possible and at high load the cell edge users can be offloaded to a nearby BS of another MNO. We do not allow any cell to serve a user outside its service area which is predefined.
A. Problem statement
Given: i) Energy that can be saved in each cell of any MNO by offloading a specific user. ii) Energy that is needed to serve if a cell of any MNO accepts a specific user from another MNO Find: Which users to be offloaded to which MNO.
Objective:
Minimization of total energy consumption in the geographical area where the MNOs service areas overlap.
B. Notation and problem formulation
In order to formulate the energy minimization problem mathematically the following notations are used for variables and parameters. The problem statement can be written as
Input parameters
where is the packet arrival rate for the users at location of cell of MNO after offloading of users. The first term of the objective function gives the total energy consumption of all the users that are offloaded to other MNOs and the second term gives the excess energy required to serve the offloaded users by the accepting MNOs. (1ii) ensures that if the user at the location of cell of MNO is offloaded, it is offloaded to a single MNO, (1iii) ensures that the load of the accepting cell does not cross the threshold and (1iv) ensures that no cell picks a user outside its cell range. and are matrix that keep the track of the users that are offloaded among the MNOs.
IV. ENERGY CONSUMPTION MODEL AND COMPUTATION
In this work, we model traffic at flow level and consider that flows are generated in the BS with rate packets per second and packet size for the user at location of cell of any MNO. The transmission rate for the user at location , is a function of the BS transmit power and the interference received, (p − ), received from other cells of the same MNO. The service time for a packet at location is = −1 . Let denote the total power consumed by the PA of the BS for the fixed downlink transmit power . Note that we do not consider any downlink power control which is inline with current technology, LTE. The consumed power other than the PA consumption during the transmission and during the idle state is denoted by and respectively. The energy consumed to transmit a single packet at location is
The total energy consumption for serving offered load, = ∑ including the energy consumed during idle time can be written as
where ∑ ∈ℒ < 1 is the queue stability constraint. Note that the fraction of time the server is busy, i.e., ∑ ∈ℒ , is the activity of a BS and is coupled among BSs due to the dependence of achieved rate on received interference from neighboring cells. In order to find the energy consumption at different locations for a given traffic load, we resort to iterative method to determine the activity of the BSs. Once the activity is determined, we use equation (2) along with in order to find the energy consumption for the users. Note that we model the BS as a single server processor sharing (PS) queue, i.e., / /1-PS queue that serves the users in one-by-one fashion. This assumption allows a simple expression for the flow level throughput for proportional fair scheduling, i.e., the flow level throughput at location , , becomes [20] , [21] 
V. MNO ENERGY MARKET
One of the main goals of this work is to devise a market mechanism that allows the trading among the MNOs so that i) a subset of all the cells end up carrying total load of a geographical area when the load is low and ii) the cell edge users are served by the other MNOs which have a BS closer to those users to save energy and enhance user performance. This energy market models the trading of the users among the cellular MNOs in order to minimize the network energy consumption. One particular key feature of our energy market is that each MNO submits both bids (i.e., offers to offload users) and asks (i.e., offers to accept users) simultaneously to a DA clearinghouse with the view to maximize their profit. The MNOs participate in the auction repeatedly where they submit asks and bids. In each round, MNOs revise their bids and asks based on their current user locations. The parameter values for each MNO, e.g., the users it wants to trade and the corresponding anticipated trade prices are private to each MNO and are not shared with other MNOs. The clearinghouse collects the bids and asks from each MNO and matches them following its criterion to minimize total energy consumption, determines the winning buyer and seller MNOs, trade price and quantity. In order to generate the bid to offload a user, an MNO determines how much energy it can save by offloading that user. Similarly, in order to generate the ask to accept a user, it calculates the energy cost it suffers while accommodating that additional user. The clearinghouse use Preston McAfees DA (PMD) protocol to determine the trade price, [22] and allocation process. The reason behind using PMD protocol is that it has the properties of being i) dominant-strategy incentive compatible, i.e., truthful bidding is the best strategy for the bidders, ii) budget balanced: auctioneer ends up with non-negative payments and iii) individual rational: bidders do not get worse by participating. However, PMD cannot always ensure maximum social welfare, i.e., efficiency. Note that no DA mechanism can ensure all these properties. The sacrifice in efficiency is required to make the bidding process incentive compatible, i.e., making the truthful bidding the preferred option to maximize the participants utility. In PMD protocol, bids (b) and asks (a) are arranged in descending and ascending order respectively. Then lowest bid, is identified such that ≥ and +1 < +1 . The trade price that clears the market is determined as
If ≥ ≥ , the traded quantity is and if ≤ or ≤ , the traded quantity is −1. The winning buyer for the last unit pays and the winning seller for the last unit receives .
A. Bid and ask generation
Each MNO submits both bid and ask for the user at each location of any cell . The bid equals to the amount of energy it is going to save if it offloads the user. Similarly, the ask for a user at the same equals to the excess energy it requires to serve that user at that location. The bid and ask offered for a user at location of cell by MNO are assumed to be equal. This assumption is based on the fact that MNOs rarely operate with very high load and hence the excess energy part due to increase in interference from joining a new user is ignored. In fact, after the offloading of the cell edge users, interference is expected to get reduced. So, the bid and ask submitted by MNO for a user at location of any cell is given by 
B. Utility of the MNOs
Once the clearinghouse find the social optimal allocation that minimizes the total energy consumption, the maximum of the rest of the asks (i.e., the unsuccessful asks) and the minimum of the rest of the bids (i.e., the unsuccessful bids) are used as the input in (5) to determine the trade price, . When the is determined, the utility of the offloading -th MNO for the user at -th location of -th cell is determined as = − and the utility of the -th MNO to accept a user at location of cell of MNO is given by
where the -th cell of -th MNO accepts the user at location of cell of MNO .
C. Clearinghouse mechanism
The target of the auctioneer is to maximize the social welfare (SW) in (1i), i.e., minimize the total energy consumption in the service area. In any geographical area, there are normally 3 to 5 overlapping MNOs. Also, the traffic varies significantly throughout the day. During off-peak hours, it is possible that a lot cells can be totally offloaded. If a cell offloads totally, there is a huge energy saving due to the fact that each BS consumes enormous static energy in order to stay active. As a result, the social optimal solution requires as many BSs possible to be totally offloaded. In order to solve the clrearinghouse problem, first we consider the possibility of total offloading. However, random shutting down of BSs from different MNOs might yield maximum energy saving but that is not feasible from the QoS point of view. As it is very difficult to ensure proper coverage by such switching off, we make two assumptions, i) we keep all the cells of one of the MNOs always on and ii) we start from the lowest loaded cell to be offloaded first. However, we check which MNO being on yields maximum saving. The reason behind starting with the lowest loaded cell to be offloaded is to ensure least handover in the serving zone and highest energy saving due to the dominating static energy consumption.
In order to maximize energy saving keeping this facts in mind, first, we consider the cases where cells can be totally offloaded. In order to do that i) we consider all the cells of any MNO i to be on. We find the least loaded cell among the other MNOs and for each user of that cell we find the MNO whose ask is minimum. Note that in case of total offloading of a cell, we divide the static part of energy consumption of the BS among the users in proportional to their dynamic energy consumption (i.e. transmit energy) and update the bid for each user accordingly. Each user is offloaded to the cell with minimum ask only provided the asking cells own loads do not exceed its capacity constraint. If a cell offloads all of its users, the cell is registered as switched off and is not considered eligible to accept users from other cells in that round. We repeat the similar process for all the cells except the cells of the MNO i. Once all the cells are identified which can be totally offloaded, we store the offloaded cells and total utility achieved by the operators through DA mechanism.
In the next step, we consider the offloading of users among the active cells of different MNOs. In each case, a user is offloaded if there is an valid ask from another MNO (i.e. ask is less than the bid of the serving MNO and the capacity threshold of the accepting MNO is not violated). For each offloading (total of partial for a cell), in order to find the trade price we consider the highest of the unsuccesful asks and lowest of the unsuccesful bid. From the trade price, the corresponding total utility is calculated and stored. ii) Similar procedure is repeated by keeping each of the MNO ∈ active. iii) Finally, among these cases, the one yielding maximum utility, i.e., maximum energy saving is chosen.
D. Incentive to be truthfull
In order to show that the mechanism is incentive compatible ( i.e., every MNO can achieve its best outcome just by offering truthful bid and ask), we need to show that no MNO benefit from increasing its ask or lowering its bid. In this market mechanism, the trade price for a user to be offloaded is update bids of the users to distribute static energy 12: offload all users (considering capacity constraints), mark offloaded cell inactive 13: update SW, , , using DA mechanism { , set of utilities of the cells } 14: end for 15: set of active cells 16: for all do 17: DA mechanism to offload users 18: update SW, , , 19: print SW, , , 20: end for 21: end for determined by the maximum of the unsuccessful asks and the minimum of the unsuccessful bids for that user. Therefore, submitting an untruthful inflated ask or untruthful reduced bid do not result in any immediate gain. However, note that the ask and bid submitted by any MNO for a particular location based user is the same. As a result, i) increasing the ask to accept a user at a particular location increases the bid for its own user at that location as well. Consequently, an untruthful inflated ask (i.e., inflated bid) by a cell not only reduces the chance of acceptance of the user but also increases the chance of offloading its own user at that location as the inflated bid yields higher welfare through offloading compared to accepting a user from another MNO. For these reasons, the cell might end up offloading the user instead of accepting a user at that location and reduce its utility. ii) Similar reasoning also holds for reducing the bid. For these reasons, the truthful bidding maximize the utility which makes the mechanism incentive compatible.
VI. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
We consider the network of each MNO consisting of 19 regular hexagonal cells where wrap around technique has been employed to avoid border effects. We also assume that the BSs of different MNOs are not co-located and in order to get some first insight we assume all the cells are offered same load. Hence, the energy consumption in the central cell represents the average energy consumption of the network. A grid of 64 points emulating the possible locations of users is generated inside each cell. As the energy required for processing packets at the BS is negligible, we consider the power consumed during idle mode and the static energy consumption during transmission as equal, i.e., Pc = Pidle. For TPA we use Pidle = 58.6W as derived in [23] based on the values given in [24] . The parameter settings for a network are summarised in the Table I [ 19] . We consider 3 MNO for this numerical analysis and we produce results considering two maximum capacity constraints of the cells at 80% and 90% .
A. Energy saving potential
In Figure 1 , we present the energy saving potential if three MNOs participate in the energy saving market. We compare the energy consumption after the mechanism with the total energy consumption of the MNO's individual operation. One can see that the energy saving potential is very high at very low load as all the cells of two MNOs can be totally switched off. However, when load keeps increasing, the energy saving potential reduces as more and more number of cells are required to be activated to provide the required capacity. After a certain point, when all the cells are required to be active, further increase of load increases the saving potential as dynamic energy consumption becomes significant and the energy consumption is reduced due to the cell edge users being offloaded to other MNOs. One can see that with 80% cell load threshold, the MNOs can handle 100% load from individual operation. This is due to the fact that through this mechanism each cell ends up serving smaller area, hence path-loss to the users and interference gets reduced.
B. Qualitly of service
In Figure 2 , we show the QoS (average throughput per user) for both the individual operation and combined operation with offloading . One can see that, there is a loss in average throughput during low load, as only one MNO is carrying the load of three MNOs. However, during low load, the MNOs serve few number of users, as a result the users will not perceive this degradation of average throughput. On the other hand, when the load requires the switching on of the cells other than the always one MNO, the average throughput starts increasing again. This is due to the fact that the users are served by the closest BS of any operator which reduces the path loss as well as interference.
C. Utility of individual operators
In Figure 3 , we present the individual cost saving of each MNO. We express both the utility of the offloading and accepting operators in terms of energy cost. One can see that the MNOs can save huge percentage of energy cost by adopting this market mechanism. The individual trend follows the combined energy saving as shown in Figure 1 . One can also see that there is some difference in energy saving potential among the MNOs even though we consider the MNOs are similarly and uniformly loaded. This anomaly comes from the fact that the trade price for each transaction has been determined by the average of the highest of the unsuccessful asks and lowest of the unsuccessful bids in order to ensure the truthful bidding.
VII. CHALLENGES
Even though the customers of one MNO can already roam seamlessly in the other MNO's network [25] , several other technical challenges need to be addressed to reap the benefit of this multi-MNO energy saving scheme. Hiding the identity of the users might be another issue to look at. Routing traffic through the auctioneers server might be one solution to mask the identity, so that the participating MNOs can only know about the aggregate traffic but not any information of the individual MNOs traffic. In reality the MNO's are rarely similar in size and different MNOs have different number of BS. However, this diversity does not pose any threat to the feasibility of this mechanism. Time granularity to conduct a new round of auction is another issue that need to be investigated further.
VIII. CONCLUSION
The data tsunami with almost zero marginal revenue is pressing the MNOs to reduce their Capex and Opex. By adopting appropriate mechanism and policy, e.g., national roaming, multi-MNO capacity sharing, it is possible to reduce network cost for operators, save energy for the society and reduce environmental impact of CO2 emission. In this paper, we have shown that DA is a suitable mechanism for multi-MNO capacity sharing which make sure that the MNOs privacy of information is not violated. Our proposed energy saving market is a very efficient one as it allows saving huge percentage of energy not only during the low load condition but also when the load is very high. Also, it is accompanied by huge improvement in quality of service. Note that in this study we do not consider energy saving features in a network during the offpeak hours which might impact the reported saving percentage during those hours. Also, we do not consider the change in energy consumption due to the change of interference when a user is exchanged during generation of bid and ask. However, the networks usually does not operate with such high load where this change would be significant. Also, the interference always reduces significantly when the users are offloaded to the nearest BS.
